Expression of the transcripts of the sigma factors and putative sigma factor regulators of Chlamydia trachomatis L2.
The steady state levels of the transcripts of the beta' subunit of RNA polymerase gene (rpoC), three sigma factor genes (rpoD, rpoN, and rpsD), and four putative sigma factor regulatory genes (rsbW, rsbV1, rsbV2, and rsbU) of Chlamydia trachomatis L2 were examined during the chlamydial developmental cycle by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis. rpoC and the major sigma factor rpoD transcripts were detected at all times post-infection, consistent with their expected function in the expression of housekeeping genes. Transcripts of the alternative sigma factors and the putative regulatory genes (with the exception of those of rsbV2, which were present at near constant levels at all times) were present at low or undetectable levels at the time of elementary body (EB) to reticulate body conversion early in the cycle, but were easily detected during the logarithmic growth phase of RBs, indicating that these genes are not expressed in a cascade fashion and that it is unlikely that their major role is to recognize the promoters of stage-specific genes.